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HOW I RUN A BOOKINGS SESSION

My sessions are normally 1 1/2 hours so I have condensed it considerably, to share with you!

Firstly I do not record my sessions as I love them to be two way and once the consultants see “record” 
they stop opening up about their diaries.

Firstly I say your mind is like a parachute it does not function until it is open and I want you to have an 
open mind to every suggestion and idea and try it at least once. Even if you have tried it before, as you 
are on the brink of something very exciting, and remember - Attitude determines your Altitude if your 
head and your heart is not in the right place then your business will follow suit…

I ask them to rate themselves 1 to 10 for confidence in asking for bookings.

I mostly get a 4 & below so I assure them they are in the right place! I then spend time talking about the 
fear of a NO. 

We talk about objections and I ask them to share with me some of the objections that they have 
experienced and I offer a response they can use in the future.

I ask how many classes they currently have booked and to give me a wave

3 + 1-2 Zero 

This is to help me with how and what I will be sharing with them.
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…WE DISCUSS CLASSES

We discuss how to ask for classes and how to describe what we offer and I ask them to work on their 2 
minute class description for bookings plus their 2 minute class introduction.

I share mine with them to help with key language.

We discuss host gifts and the best way to present them.

I request they ask at least 2/3 people a day for bookings! Using their Contact list, local shop, school gate, 
gym, clubs. As they go about their daily life, and to continually update and review their contact list.

I have a digital and at home in person class every month and it’s good to invite people you’re asking 
who aren’t quite at a yes just get to come along and see for themselves! Then the bookings will flow! I 
also use these dates to invite anyone from events to digitally see a class.

I talk themed classes I always treat my VIP host at their third class! I take flowers they provide the vase 
and water and I leave them along with the new candle I open and light at the start of the class! For 
valentines,  mother & daughter classes & any other themed classes I use confetti for the table, flowers 🌸 
balloons etc

I always ask my hosts what they do for a living and this leads to sharing wellness in the workplace, and 
more bookings!
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SOONER BOOKINGS & REFERRALS

We talk sooner bookings. What we can offer for a class in the next week or two. I say if you are sat looking at stock 
getting dusty you’re not on top of your business! Use that stock to get the bookings you need eg

● Candle £30 equals 1 booking for a sooner booking
● From that class rebook host for month 4
● Aim for 2 guest booking they would go in month 2 and 3
● That all equals 4 bookings for a gift of 1 candle

We talk referrals as I run a referral scheme myself so I share this with them. Remind your VIPs and clients!

I share my pack which I use to drop in my neighbourhoods, new areas to me, I walk up and down both sides of 
the street before a class. Or if I am out and about in the car and I get 5 mins to pop some through letterboxes.

I share my florist & boutique pamper certificates and encourage them to approach one or two as we are all in the 
business of helping women to look and feel good about themselves. Networking as one!

I have recently been in talks about working with a bridle shop sharing wellness and skin therapy. I intend to go 
there monthly to offer all new brides a facial so their skin is in great condition on their big day.  This should lead 
to bookings and recruits as weddings are expensive!

I do the same with a prom dress shop and so I have lots of mother and daughter classes booked in March.

I talk fundraising and researching their own area for events but to never do an event if they do not have the time 
to follow up as the magic happens in the follow up. 
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I TALK FUN & VIP PROGRAMME

At classes to help with bookings I talk fun.

Ice breakers - Christmas time what’s the worst Christmas present you have ever received? One of my 
guests at a class said her husband bought her a lawn mower, well she couldn’t use it till spring for 
snow sleet and rain ha ha ha.

It puts everyone at ease.

Make every host a VIP & talk through the VIP programme.

I invite my VIP hosts/clients to my home twice a year for a get together. I have stalls selling jewellery 
clothes, shoes, scarves, handmade cards, honey & jams all sorts as well as my TEMPLESPA and the 
other stall holders invite some of their best customers too so it’s a great business opportunity.

I ask them to imagine a £50 note attached to everyone’s forehead, can they afford not to ask! Plus all 
the extra £50 notes from the bookings then the bookings and so on.
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BOOK TO LOOK, 121, FOLLOW UP

We discuss “book to look” envelopes and “book to look bags” And how these work.

I share I use a basket of products wrap enough for each attendee including the host and 3 have congratulations 
you have won yourself your own pamper evening with your friends and a free gift! The 3 dates are booked at the 
end of the class during our 121 time.

This is how they win. In my basket are 9 gifts 3 with congratulations on them! I ask questions

● 1. What was the sensitive cleanser called
● 2. How many children did I say I had in my intro
● 3. How long have a been a TEMPLESPA Lifestyle consultant
● 4. What was the combination mask called

I ask for birthdays so they can enjoy a birthday class! I do a lot of birthday classes digitally and we have party 
favours sweets and treats! Have fun! Birthday confetti 🎉. 

We talk through the 121 at the end of each in person class, what’s involved and I explain I call the next day after 
my digital classes to confirm their orders have been placed and have some 121 time! This helps cement the 
relationship.

I talk through follow up after the class and at each stage asking for a booking giving them the language to use so 
they feel more confident in themselves.

I tell them about our texathon. Which Natalie went through recently. We normally get 50-100 bookings from 
these. Dependant on attendees.
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CHALLENGE TO BOOK 4 CLASSES

I set a challenge of booking 4 New classes in the next 6-8 weeks this can include home classes but 
sales need to be £250 per class so £1000 sales! The manager needs to know the dates to track the sales 
and help follow up advice for securing the bookings.

Challenge to get 4 bookings by …………, class dates should be within the next 6-8 weeks classes need to 
be at least £250 once complete your manager will treat you to a full size siesta forever or a full size 
quietude or a full size drift away it's your choice.

Draw a box grid containing 12 boxes with room to write the challenge and the names for actioning.

If you don’t have a home class booked this month book one.

If you don’t have a home class booked next month book one.

● Re-book all postponed classes.
● Contact promised classes to fix dates.
● Contact those on your contact list for a class who have yet to book.
● Contact those who book other classes eg Scentsy but yet to book a TEMPLESPA class.
● Make 10-20 customer care calls and talk class bookings.
● Call VIP clients re this and next months offers to book a class! Use your reports to check to see 

who’s favourite product is on offer this month.
●  Re book past hosts back in talk VIP and secure all 3 bookings.
●  Send out the host a class hub email.
●  Call all collection clients and offer a class when they need to replenish.
●  Share class bookings opportunities on social media.
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THE WRAP UP

At the end I promise to send the Texathon and poem to their manager for 
them to forward on, and follow up.

Finally I ask the consultants to rate their confidence for asking bookings 1-10

And I am pleased to say we get 6, 7, 8, 9 and we have had a few 10’s too! I ask 
them to share their ratings with their manager, because if they started at a 2 
and ended a 6 that’s great progress in their confidence to book.

I don’t just do this as a once off, I diarise my booking sessions every 3 months 
and in between I offer 121s focussed on building your business with great 
bookings.

POEM’S ON NEXT SLIDE
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POEM
Wrap a gift 7 layers of paper (I alternate coloured tissue) follow the poem below that highlights the benefits of booking a class.
 
Via zoom start with the host, you will be removing each layer on their behalf. It’s good fun!

As our host I have great gifts for you
But your guests can win fun prizes too
Pass the parcel to the person who
Lives the furthest away from you

Remove a layer
Pass it on when you find the one
Who thinks shopping is such fun
That when she’s out, just can’t resist
Adding more items to her list

Remove a layer
And now we’ll find another guest
Who thinks winning is the best
If you like gifts which come for FREE
Be the first to shout out ME

Remove a layer
When you book your class date
We’ll have great fun, so please don’t wait
And now we’ll find another guest
Who stands up taller than the rest!

Remove a layer
Some of you have been a host
But who’s the one who’s done it most?
If you have been a host before
Add up quick, call out your score 

Remove a layer
This party game is almost done
We’ve nearly found the guest who’s won
Let’s find the one we will delight
Please pass the parcel three guests to the right!

Remove a layer
We’ll now unwrap the final layer
The parcel stops with this one player
Thanks for joining in the fun
Congratulations, your the one

Remove final layer to reveal the prize & congratulations 
you have won your own pamper evening with friends & family. 


